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ABSTRACT

Emulation-based fuzzers enable testing binaries without source
code, and facilitate testing embedded applications where automated
execution on the target hardware architecture is difficult and slow.
The instrumentation techniques added to extract feedback and
guide input mutations towards generating effective test cases is at
the core of modern fuzzers. But, modern emulation-based fuzzers
have evolved by re-purposing general-purpose emulators; conse-
quently, developing and integrating fuzzing techniques, such as
instrumentation methods, are difficult and often added in an ad-hoc
manner, specific to an instruction set architecture (ISA). This limits
state-of-the-art fuzzing techniques to few ISAs such as x86/x86-64
or ARM/AArch64; a significant problem for firmware fuzzing of
diverse ISAs.

This study presents our efforts to re-think emulation for fuzzing.
We design and implement a fuzzing-specific, multi-architecture
emulation framework—Icicle. We demonstrate the capability to
add instrumentation once, in an architecture agnostic manner, with
low execution overhead. We employ Icicle as the emulator for a
state-of-the-art ARM firmware fuzzer—Fuzzware—and replicate
results. Significantly, we demonstrate the availability of new in-
strumentation in Icicle enabled the discovery of new bugs. We
demonstrate the fidelity of Icicle and efficacy of architecture ag-
nostic instrumentation by discovering LAVA-M benchmark bugs,
requiring a known and specific operational capability of instrumen-
tation techniques, across a diverse set of instruction set architectures
(x86, ARM/AArch64, RISC-V, MIPS). Further, to demonstrate the
effectiveness of Icicle to discover bugs in a currently unsupported
architecture in emulation-based fuzzers, we perform a fuzzing cam-
paign with real-world firmware binaries using Texas Instruments’
MSP430 RISC ISA and discovered 7 new bugs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Fuzzing is an automated software testing methodology that re-
peatedly executes a program with generated inputs and monitors

execution for adverse behaviors. Progress in the field has greatly en-
hanced the bug discovery capability of modern fuzzers and fuzzing
is now widely used in the software development industry. In partic-
ular, grey-box fuzzing (or feedback-driven) methods have proven
to be highly effective at scale and are capable of finding bugs in a
diverse set of software [3, 4, 7, 31, 38, 44, 50, 53]. Grey-box fuzzing
relies on the ability to add instrumentation to the target binary
to obtain feedback. This feedback allows input generation to be
intelligently guided, improving a fuzzer’s ability to discover bugs.

A simple method to facilitate grey-box fuzzing is for the compiler
to inject instrumentation into the source code during compilation.
However, it is often necessary to fuzz binaries where source code
is unavailable—binary-only fuzzing—or where the target hardware
is not suitable for automating testing and testing is carried out
on a host machine with a different instruction set architecture
(ISA)—cross-architecture fuzzing. For instance, it is extremely chal-
lenging to perform rapid execution on devices typically used for
Internet of Things (IoT) applications and embedded systems in gen-
eral [11, 14, 22, 29, 30, 34, 39, 45, 66]. Consequently, we are forced
to use emulators capable of executing binaries built for the target on
a more convenient host machine; exploiting the resource capabili-
ties of the host for software bug discovery and triaging. Therefore,
emulators play a critical role in supporting both binary-only and
cross-architecture fuzzing. Significantly, emulators enable unpar-
alleled control and introspection over program execution, even
without source code and access to the original hardware.

Current state-of-practice for emulation-based grey-box fuzzing,
driven by its more recent evolution compared to emulators, is to
integrate fuzzing instrumentation into existing general-purpose em-
ulators. But, this can be challenging because these emulators were
not designed to support such modifications [51]. Consequently,
existing emulation-based fuzzers implement instrumentation tech-
niques either manually, through direct modifications to the emu-
lator [24, 25, 51, 64], or through limited interfaces that are unable
to support more advanced instrumentation [29, 39, 40, 49]. Further,
the absence of a consistent approach to add new, experimental,
instrumentation and the need for domain expertise in emulator de-
velopment to evaluate new fuzzing techniques are arguably barriers
to developments in the field. As a result, the benefits of extensive
research efforts to develop state-of-the-art fuzzing techniques can
remain limited to a specific ISA; this is undesirable.

Our Contributions. This study presents our efforts to design and
build a new multi-architecture emulation framework explicitly for
fuzzing.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We designed a new multi-architecture emulator, Icicle, for
directly supporting emulation-based fuzzing: i) designing for
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architecture-agnostic instrumentation; ii) employing a decou-
pled design, enabling emulation, instrumentation and instruc-
tion set architecture (ISA) support to be maintained separately;
and iii) byte level memory-management to better support em-
ulating memory in embedded systems.

• We implemented Icicle as a coverage-guided greybox fuzzer
by integrating with AFL++ and Fuzzware.

• We conducted extensive experiments across five diverse ISAs,
multiple instrumentation techniques, 21 real-world binaries
and a synthetic test program. Notably, we demonstrate: i) the
instrumentation requirements of state-of-the-art fuzzing tech-
niques are satisfied with a unified instrumentation interface
without the need for architecture-specific knowledge; ii) the
effectiveness of Icicle by comparing against existing emula-
tors for the challenging task of firmware fuzzing. Significantly,
Icicle, supported by additional architecture-agnostic instru-
mentation, uncovered seven previously undiscovered bugs;
and iii) the efficacy of Icicle and its architecture agnostic in-
strumentation on a new ISA—we fuzz and discover new bugs
in real-world binaries written for Texas Instruments’ MSP430
RISC architecture. Importantly, this ISA is currently not sup-
ported by existing emulation-based fuzzers.

• We open source1 Icicle to facilitate further improvements
and advance the field of emulation-based fuzzing in general.

2 INSTRUMENTATION CHALLENGES IN

EMULATION-BASED FUZZING

In this section, we present an overview of different instrumentation
techniques that are used in modern grey-box fuzzing frameworks.
Subsequently, we highlight the issues hindering their implemen-
tation in existing general-purpose emulators without resorting to
direct, architecture-specific, modifications of the emulator that mo-
tivate the need of a re-designed emulator for fuzzing.

2.1 Instrumentation Techniques

Grey-box fuzzers rely on instrumentation techniques to obtain feed-
back to enable more effective exploration of a target program which
is necessary for uncovering deeper bugs. Therefore, it is important
for fuzzing frameworks to support a diverse set of instrumentation
techniques. In this section we describe a number of instrumentation
techniques developed in previous research efforts.
Code coverage (Branch hit counts). Almost all grey-box fuzzers
utilize a form of code coverage for feedback. Code coverage identi-
fies inputs that reach new locationswithin a program by instrument-
ing the target so it notifies the fuzzer when new code is reached.
It is a proven and effective method that enables fuzzer to incre-
mentally discover different parts of the program [8, 44]. Branch hit
counts is an approach to code coverage popularized by AFL [64].
This approach maintains a global map of 8-bit counters that are in-
cremented whenever an edge in the program is hit. After execution,
the values of each of the counters grouped into one of 8 ranges and
if any of the counters contain a value with a unique range, the fuzz
input corresponding to the execution is considered novel.

1https://github.com/icicle-emu/icicle

Context-sensitive branch coverage [12, 62]. Context-sensitive
branch coverage augments branch hit counts by hashing the edge
index with the current calling context. This allows the fuzzer to
obtain better feedback from branches inside of frequently called
functions.
CmpLog [25]. For many target binaries, code coverage is insuffi-
cient at finding inputs that reach deep parts of the program. For
example, comparisons against large constants (such as Listing 1)
are difficult to satisfy with just code coverage, because there is no
feedback mechanism that allows for incremental progress towards
solving the comparisons.

if (tag == 0x31677562) {
crash();

}

Listing 1: Example program where crash is hard to reach

with traditional code coverage instrumentation.

One approach explored in several recent studies [5, 23, 28] is
to directly instrument the operands of comparisons. CmpLog is
a comparison tracing technique implemented in AFL++ based on
Redqeen [5] and Weizz [23]. CmpLog identifies comparisons
within a program, then adds instrumentation that captures the
operands of the comparison. After execution, the fuzzing frontend
can then scan the input for the operands in order to replace them
with their correct value (a process referred to as input-to-state
replacement).
CompareCov [25]. Is an alternative approach to solving complex
comparisons based on the existing compiler instrumentation tech-
nique, LAF-Intel [33]. CompareCov provides better feedback by
instrumenting the program to split comparisons involving large
values into comparison between individual bytes. The split com-
parison can subsequently be solved with code coverage instrumen-
tation. In addition to instruction-level comparisons, CompareCov
also attempts to improve feedback for memory comparison func-
tions (memcmp, strcmp and strncmp) by adding instrumentation to
update the coverage (bitmap) for every matching byte within the
comparison operation.

2.2 Instrumentation Challenges

QEMU and Unicorn (forked from QEMU), have become the de facto
emulators for fuzzers [13, 14, 16, 22, 29, 30, 39, 40, 45, 51, 52, 58, 59,
65–67]. Therefore, for the remainder of this paper we will primarily
compare Icicle against emulator-level capabilities in QEMU and
Unicorn to support fuzzing.

QEMU was primarily designed for fast, general-purpose, emula-
tion, not for fuzzing. As a consequence, many design decisions differ
from those important for fuzzing. Crucially, it is difficult to add
advanced instrumentation techniques in an architecture agnostic
manner, for the following key reasons:

• QEMU’s intermediate representation for dynamic translation,
Tiny Code Generator (TCG) ops, is not designed for direct
analysis or manipulation [51]. Consequently, it is challenging
to add instrumentation without making invasive code changes
at a very low level.

https://github.com/icicle-emu/icicle
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• QEMU is monolithic in design, providing little support for
extensibility, and assumes that it controls the full life cycle of
the emulation process. These properties inhibit the maintain-
ability of modifications and reduce scalability as it makes it
challenging to share state across fuzzing instances.

• Given QEMU’s historical focus on emulation, there is no uni-
fied mechanism for adding instrumentation. For example, code
coverage is implemented by modifying the code-generator to
inject code at the start of every basic block; more complex
techniques, such as CmpLog, modify the translation process of
individual architectures. Hence, adding new instrumentation
techniques require extensive emulation domain expertise.

Unicorn is a fork of QEMU designed for flexible and modular
CPU emulation. Unicorn extracts the CPU emulation component
from QEMU, configures it to always use the software MMU im-
plementation, and introduces hooks, functions that are called in
response to selected emulator events, such as memory accesses and
breakpoints [39, 40, 52].

Unicorn’s function hooking API, enables fuzzers to inject func-
tions calls to observe the CPU state, which can be used to implement
some instrumentation techniques. However, the observable state
is architecture specific and Unicorn provides no support for ana-
lyzing the code semantics, making more advanced instrumentation
difficult.

The maintainers of the Unicorn project have also reported that it
is difficult to keep Unicorn up-to-date with improvements because
of QEMU’s monolithic design [48].

Therefore, we are motivated to build a new multi-architecture
emulation framework explicitly designed for fuzzing; with the
ability to support sophisticated instrumentation methods in an
architecture-agnosticmanner to enable fast emulation-based fuzzing
of binaries.

3 ICICLE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We provide an overview of our fuzzing specific multi-architecture
emulation framework in Figure 1. To enable architecture agonostic
fuzzing we use a portable intermediate representation (IR) that
is suitable for both emulation and program analysis. Translation
of the guest ISA to the portable IR is achieved using processor
specifications that are external to the emulator. This ensures that
architecture-specific details are kept decoupled; enabling fixes for
specification bugs and the addition of new architectures to be im-
plemented with minimal changes to the core emulator. Further,
in contrast to existing emulation-based fuzzing frameworks, we
define new instrumentation application programming interfaces
(APIs) that enable instrumentation to exist entirely outside of the
emulator. This facilitates researchers both in developing new instru-
mentation techniques for emulation-based fuzzers without domain
expertise in emulator development, and the immediate availability
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of these techniques across ISAs in a design-build-and-test once-only
paradigm.

3.1 Fuzzing Specific Emulator Design

Icicle supports fast, multi-architecture, CPU emulation through
portable dynamic translation. First, guest ISA instructions are trans-
lated to an intermediate representation (IR) called P-code. P-code is
then just-in-time (JIT) compiled to the host architecture allowing
for efficient execution.

Icicle performs translation to P-code through the use of a SLEIGH2

processor specification for the guest ISA. SLEIGH is a domain-
specific language (DSL) that describes how to decode and translate
the semantics of machine code into P-code. We chose SLEIGH as
the basis of Icicle’s CPU emulation for the following reasons:

• Broad architecture support. We leverage the diverse set of
SLEIGH specifications that have already been created as part
of the open-source Ghidra framework [60] (over 45 processor
kinds are supported). This enables Icicle to emulate a wide
range of architectures, including architectures unsupported by
other emulation frameworks like QEMU, with significantly
reduced effort.

• Designed for analysis. Unlike IRs used in other emulator frame-
works, P-code was explicitly designed to support program
analysis. For example, P-code maintains hints for call and
return operations even though such hints are unnecessary
for emulation. This makes it better suited for performing the
code analysis tasks required for advanced instrumentation
techniques.

• Suitable for emulation. P-code consists of small set of oper-
ations that can be efficiently executed by the host ISA. For
example, P-code avoids the use of bit-vectors. This allows for
fast emulation.

• Decoupling and ease of maintenance. Icicle is able to use the
original SLEIGH specifications written for Ghidra without any
modifications. This allows any improvements or fixes made
to a specification to be immediately usable by Icicle without
any changes to the core emulator.

Icicle implements a custom P-code emulator3 consisting of sev-
eral components, a custom SLEIGH runtime, a JIT-based execution
engine and a software memory-management unit (MMU). The
SLEIGH runtime handles loading the appropriate SLEIGH specifi-
cation for the guest architecture, assigning a mapping from guest
registers to virtual P-code registers, and then decoding and translat-
ing ISA-specific machine code to P-code. Unlike Ghidra’s SLEIGH
runtime, Icicle’s runtime assigns sequential IDs to virtual regis-
ters, allowing them to be managed in a dense array, improving
performance. We also implement a lightweight P-code optimization
pass that performs constant evaluation and dead-code elimination,
significantly reducing the amount of P-code operations when val-
ues are known at translation time. Icicle’s JIT-based execution
engine, then groups P-code operations in blocks and compiles them
to native code using Cranelift [1], an open-source low-level code
2The name SLEIGH was originally derived from SLED (Specification Language for
Encoding and Decoding), which also influenced the name of our emulator: Icicle
3Ghidra contains a limited P-code emulator and has been used for micro-fuzzing [19],
but is unable to satisfy the needs of a full modern fuzzing framework. For instance,
Ghidra’s P-code emulator is interpreter-based hindering performance.

generation framework. Cranelift provides register allocation, in-
struction legalization, and additional optimizations. Later, during a
recompilation step, multiple blocks are compiled as part of a single
compilation unit, enabling additional optimizations that improve
performance. Notably, unlike existing emulators, Icicle does not
discard the P-code representation of each block after JIT compi-
lation. This can significantly aid any analysis used for complex
instrumentation, at the cost of some additional memory overhead.

When the memory layout of the guest is incompatible with the
host, it is necessary for the emulator to handle the differences.
Therefore, Icicle uses a software MMU to handle guest memory
accesses (Figure 2). The software MMU maintains virtual mapping
table that allows guest memory and memory mapped IO (MMIO)
to be mapped in the emulator. The mapping table represented as
a range-map (implemented with B-Tree), allowing for byte-level
precision at the cost of more expensive lookups. To improve effi-
ciency, we cache translated addresses in a lookup table referred to
as a translation lookaside buffer (TLB), named after its hardware
analog. The JIT compiled code, can directly access guest memory
using the TLB allowing for fast execution in most cases. Whenever,
an address not in the TLB, is encountered, the JIT calls a runtime
helper that handles the access and caches the translated address. To
retain byte-level mapping, Icicle maintains a permission byte for
each physical byte which is checked by the JIT on access, similar
to approaches used in prior work [21, 24, 56]. Both Unicorn and
QEMU (when running in full-system mode) also implement a soft-
ware MMU. However, they both require memory to be mapped in
page-sized (4 KB) regions.

The added flexibility of the byte-level mapping in Icicle allows
more accurate emulation of embedded system memory, and can be
used to enable better bug detection.

Virtual mapping

TLB (direct mapped)

Physical
memory pages

Data 0

Perm 0

Data 1

Perm 1

...

Tag Pointer

Real memory

Mapped memory
(unallocated)

I/O handler

(unmapped)

I/O Callbacks

JIT access

Runtime
access

Figure 2: Overview of the byte-level software memory-

management unit (MMU) implemented in Icicle.

In addition to CPU emulation, most binaries interact with exter-
nal resources such as file systems, hardware, and other software.
Icicle is designed to be flexible and extensible through the use of
pluggable environment emulators (see Figure 1). To demonstrate the
functionality of the system, we have implemented environments to
allow comparisons against existing emulation-based fuzzers. The
current implementation supports fuzzing Linux userspace binaries
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by emulating a subset of system calls, supports fuzzing several
MSP430 MCUs ISAs, and supports embedded ARM binaries using
Fuzzware [52].

3.2 Architecture-Agnostic Instrumentation

To implement arbitrarily complex fuzzing instrumentation requires:
i) the ability to analyse the semantics of a target program; ii) an effi-
cient mechanism to capture runtime information about the running
program; iii) a way of sharing the captured information with the
fuzzing frontend. Additionally, to be effective in a fuzzing context,
these requirements must be supported in a manner that has low
performance overheads.

Icicle supports these requirements through a set of APIs added
to the emulator, we refer to instrumentation utilizing these APIs as
Tracer Plugins. These APIs enable:

• Direct access to the architecture-agnostic P-code representation
of the program. Plugins are able register a callback function
to be called whenever the emulator translates a new block to
P-code. The callback function is provided with the full code-
cache including the newly translated block, satisfying the first
requirement enabling architecture agnostic code analysis.

• Inline code-injection. Plugins can inject additional P-code op-
erations into any block enabling inline instrumentation to be
supported in an architecture agonstic manner. Any modified
blocks are invalided by Icicle and re-compiled by the JIT the
next time they are executed.

• Registry of JIT and fuzzer accessible shared memory. During ini-
tialization, plugins are able to register storage locations with
the emulator, which can later be manipulated with P-code op-
erations. Additionally, Icicle allows plugins to define custom
P-code registers, these custom registers are treated the same
as guest registers for the purpose of register allocation during
JIT code-generation, which can allow for more efficient instru-
mentation in some cases. This enables data to be efficiently
saved by injected instrumentation and analyzed as part of the
fuzzing loop.

To illustrate expressiveness Icicle’s instrumentation method
and it ability to support architecture-agnostic instrumentation, we
discuss the implementation of the four techniques discussed in
Section. 2.1 in Icicle and compare them to implementations in
other emulation-based fuzzers.
Branch hit counts. In Icicle, branch hit counts are implemented
by a Tracer Plugin that does the following: during initialization, it
registers the location of coverage bitmap with the emulator and de-
fines a custom register to store the previous program location.When
a new block is translated, the plugin injects code at the start of the
block that computes a hash of (current_location, previous_location),
which is then used as an index for updating the coverage bitmap.
Since the instrumentation is implemented using P-code injections,
the JIT is able to generate native code that updates the coverage
bitmap without resorting to a function call. In addition to branch
hit counts, Icicle also implements both block-only coverage and
edge coverage.

Existing emulators are also able to add branch hit count instru-
mentation in an architecture independent manner by injecting code
when new translation blocks are created, which is common across

architectures in QEMU. However, AFL++’s implementation in both
QEMU and Unicorn makes direct modifications the emulator (al-
though the changes are relatively minor). Notably, in AFL++’s Uni-
corn mode, branch coverage instrumentation is not implemented
using Unicorn’s hooking API, since the instrumentation is highly
performance sensitive and the hooking API imposes additional
overheads.
Context-sensitive branch coverage. Icicle implements context-
sensitive branch coverage with a Tracer Plugin. This plugin defines
a custom register to store the context, thenwhen a new block ending
with a CALL is translated, the generates a random value to use as
context for the current location and XORs it the context register. In
the block after the call, the instrumentation is injected to clear the
added context. The branch hit count plugin is then modified to use
the context value by using it as part of computing the index into the
coverage map. Since the CALL hint is part of P-code representation,
it allows us to write a portable implementation that works across
architectures.

Context-sensitive coverage was first implemented in Angora[12]
using compiler-based instrumentation, and in afl-sensitive [62] for
binary-only instrumentation using QEMU. afl-sensitive’s implemen-
tation modifies QEMU’s x86 translation layer to add instrumenta-
tion that updates the calling context on call and ret instructions.
Since afl-sensitive instruments x86 specific instructions it is not
portable to other architectures.
CmpLog. There are two parts to CmpLog, first relevant comparison
operations must be identified, and second, the operands of each
comparison must be copied to a fuzzer accessible location.

Inspired by the success of Datalog for program analysis tasks [26,
57], we implement a comparison finding algorithm as a set of Data-
log rules in Listing 2. Since the rules are defined in terms of P-code
operations, it allows Icicle support CmpLog for any architecture.

% x is an copy of the destination of an operation.
copy(x, x) :- op(x, _, _, _).
% b = a if it is the destination of a copy-like op with a.
copy(a, b) :- op(b, "COPY", a).
copy(a, b) :- op(b, "ZXT", a).
% b = a if x = a and b = x
copy(a, b) :- copy(a, x), copy(x, b).
% Identify p-code operations corresponding to comparisons.
cmp("==", cond, a, b) :- op(cond, "==", a, b).
cmp("!=", cond, a, b) :- op(cond, "!=", a, b).
% `(a - b) [cmp] 0` => `a [cmp] b` (subtract and compare with zero)
cmp(op, cond, a, b) :- op(cond, "-", a, b), cmp(op, cond, x, 0).
% `!(a [inv(op)] b)` => `a [op] b` (inverted comparison)
cmp("!=", cond, x, y) :- op(notc, "!", cond), cmp("==", notc, x, y).
cmp("==", cond, x, y) :- op(notc, "!", cond), cmp("!=", notc, x, y).
% Output comparisons that flow into the branch condition.
output(op, a, b) :- cmp(op, cond, a, b), copy(cond, x), branch(x).

Listing 2: Datalog rules for finding comparison operands.

The list of p-code operations to analyse, and the branch exit

condition are provided as inputs.

In contrast, existing CmpLog implementations require identi-
fying architecture specific instructions in order to identify com-
parisons. For example, on x86, AFL++’s instruments CMP and SUB
instructions, by modifying QEMU’s translation stage. This has two
main issues: 1) since the instrumentation looks for specific instruc-
tions, a separate implementation is required for each architecture,
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2) it can result in excessive instrumentation, for example most SUB
operations on x86 are not used for comparisons. CmpLog is not
supported in Unicorn.
CompareCov. In Icicle, integer comparisons are identified using
the same algorithm as CmpLog. Once identified, Icicle injects code
that writes to the coverage bitmap for eachmatching byte before the
original comparison operation. For memory comparisons functions,
Icicle searches for the target functions in the program’s symbol
table and injects instrumentation when a block calling the target
function is translated. This allows Icicle’s instrumentation to be
used for statically linked binaries including firmware (as long as
the symbol table has not been stripped).

In contrast, AFL++’s implementation for integer comparisons
requires identifying architecture specific comparison instructions,
like CmpLog instrumentation. Further, for memory comparison
functions, it relies on the dynamic linker to replace the original
comparison functions with instrumented versions. This approach is
unable to support instrumenting statically linked firmware binaries.

Summary. Each instrumentation technique is implemented
targeting P-code enabling it to support any ISA. And, as an
added benefit, only knowledge of P-code is adequate for devel-
oping new instrumentation techniques.

3.3 Fuzzing Frontend Integration

Modern grey-box fuzzing frameworks consists of two main compo-
nents: the frontend which handles input generation, input sched-
uling, hang detection and crash deduplication, and the backend
which manages program execution, crash monitoring, and instru-
mentation. Emulation-based fuzzers utilize emulators as the fuzzing
backend allowing for binary-only and cross-architecture fuzzing. Ici-
cle is a new fuzzing backend, therefore, we make our emulator
compatible with an existing fuzzing framework: AFL++ [25] to
avoid implementing a new frontend. AFL++ is a state-of-the-art
fuzzing framework derived from the well-known American Fuzzy
Lop (AFL) [64] project, with general improvements, and support for
additional fuzzing techniques. Icicle integrates with AFL++ using
the forksever interface also used by AFL++’s QEMU-mode.

4 EVALUATION

Settings. Unless otherwise specified, all experiments were carried
out with AFL++ 4.01a as the fuzzing frontend on an AMD Ryzen
Threadripper 3990X restricted to a single core. All AFL++ settings
were kept as default, except to enable instrumentation as needed
and to adjust the timeout for hang detection.
Experiments. We design our experimental regime to answer five
specific questions articulated in Section 4.1-4.5.

4.1 Is Icicle’s instrumentation portable across

diverse ISAs?

To ensure that architecture-agnostic instrumentation implemented
in our emulator is operational across a range of architectures, we
designed a test program, shown in Listing 3, that consists of 5
synthetic bugs designed to test specific instrumentation.

void test_instrumentation(char* buf) {
// (1) comparison against a single byte in the input
if (buf[0] == '%') {

crash(1);
}
// (2) Multiple comparison against single bytes of the input.
if (buf[0] == 'i' && buf[1] == 'x' &&

buf[2] == 'S' && buf[3] == 'D') {
crash(2);

}
// (3) A single comparison against multiple input bytes.
if (*(u32*)buf == *(u32*)"wzfc") {

crash(3);
}
// (4) A multi-byte comparison across a function call.
if (compare(buf, "dGlIHF1W") == 0) {

crash(4);
}
// (5) Saturate coverage then compare.
saturate_compare2_cov();
u32 tmp = *((u32*)buf) ^ 0x46092d5f;
if (compare2(tmp, 0x7451496b)) {

crash(5);
}

}

Listing 3: Test program used for evaluating instrumenta-

tions.

Weevaluate the portability of Icicle’s instrumentation by fuzzing
the test program compiled for 5 different architectures. For archi-
tectures with Linux support, we configure the program to read the
input from stdin. For MSP430, the program reads from a peripheral
mapped to the fuzzing input. After compiling the binary for each
architecture, we manually verified that the machine code of out-
put binary behaves as expected. As a baseline we compare against
AFL++’s QEMU-mode when instrumentation is supported for the
guest architecture. For each fuzzing configuration, we perform 20
trials for a maximum of 10 minutes starting with an uninformed
seed. The results from this experiment are shown in Table 1.

Both Bug1 and Bug2 are discoverable with code coverage alone,
so are found by all fuzzing configurations. Bug3 requires additional
instrumentation to be found so can only be found when one of the
two comparison instrumentation techniques is enabled, except for
the MSP430 binary. With CmpLog, the fuzzer can find a solution
via an input-to-state mutation directly replacing the incorrect value
with a correct one, with CompareCov enabled, the comparison is
“split” into byte-level comparisons, and the fuzzer observes incre-
mental coverage feedback similar to Bug2. Since MSP430 is a 16-bit
architecture, the compiler splits the 32-bit comparison into two 16-
bit comparisons allowing the fuzzer to eventually find the crashing
input for Bug3 without additional instrumentation. Bug4 evaluates
the fuzzers ability to solve memory comparison functions so is only
discovered when CmpLog instrumentation enabled, which gener-
ally finds the crashing input within seconds. CompareCov fails to
find the bug, since compare is not a standard comparison function
and is therefore not instrumented by CompareCov. CmpLog is only
partially implemented for QEMU on AArch64 (function calls are not
instrumented) so fails to find Bug4. Bug5 tests the fuzzer’s ability to
find a bug in a function where code coverage is saturated by a pre-
vious call, so is only found when context sensitive branch coverage
is enabled, which only Icicle supports on all architectures.
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Table 1: Results from different fuzzing instrumentation configurations for the test program. ✓ denotes the bug ID was found

at least once within 10 minutes. Each test was repeated 20 times. Shaded grey areas are due to: i) unsupported fuzzing instru-

mentation for MIPS and RISC-V in QEMU emulation with AFL++; and ii) MSP430 ISA being unsupported in QEMU.

x86-64 AArch64 MIPS RISC-V MSP430
Fuzzer Instrumentation 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Cov ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - -
Cov+CmpLog ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ -
Cov+CompareCov ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - -Icicle (ours)

Cov+Context ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓
Cov ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ - - -
Cov+CmpLog ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ - -QEMU

Cov+CompareCov ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - -

Summary The test program binaries for five different ISAs
provide empirical evidence that the architecture agnostic in-
strumentation implementation of the different instrumenta-
tion techniques in Icicle is both effective and portable across
architectures.

4.2 Is architecture-agnostic instrumentation as

effective as existing architecture-specific

implementations?

LAVA-M [20] is a widely used set of binaries for evaluating and
benchmarking fuzzers. It consists of four binaries from GNU core-
utils [27] each injected with synthetic bugs. While the injected bugs
are not representative of typical real-world vulnerabilities [35], pre-
vious work has demonstrated that these bugs are difficult to find
with code coverage only, however can be found with by instru-
menting comparison operations [5, 12, 28]. This naturally lends
itself to assessing Icicle’s architecture-agnostic implementation of
CmpLog and CompareCov instrumentation.

Using AFL++ as the frontend, we evaluate the bug discovery
capability of Icicle across four different ISAs (x86, AArch64, MIPS,
and RISC-V), the first two of which we compare against QEMU4.
We also evaluate both QEMU and Icicle on x86 with code coverage
only as a baseline. For each of the injected bugs, a unique ID is
written to stdout whenever the bug is triggered. Therefore, we
can verify each crash by running the x86 version of the binary on
the host machine then checking for unique bug IDs in stdout. We
perform 5 trials for each fuzzing configuration running for 12 hours
each, starting with the same two initial seeds as Section 4.1. The
results of the benchmark are shown in Figure 3.

With code coverage alone almost no bugs are found by either
emulator in any of the binaries. Both comparison instrumentation
techniques allow most bugs to be found, with CmpLog finding bugs
significantly faster than CompareCov in several cases. Icicle’s re-
sults closely match QEMU results for both AArch64 and x86, which
supports our claim that Icicle’s instrumentation is as effective as
the architecture-specific approach employed by AFL++’s QEMU-
mode. On the two additional architectures tested with Icicle both
instrumentation techniques continue to be effective. However, the

4We compare with QEMU not Unicorn, since Unicorn cannot directly execute Linux
binaries. Additionally, since neither CmpLog nor CompareCov instrumentation are
supported in AFL++’s QEMU-mode for RISC-V and MIPS, we only evaluate these
architectures with Icicle

results for the MIPS version of uniq are slightly worse, this is
caused by differences in the memory layout (MIPS uses a 32-bit ad-
dress space, while the other architectures are 64-bit), which causes
issues when replaying the crashing input on the x86 host.

The differences in the number of crashes found for who binary
across architecture is caused caused by platform specific behaviour
in the program itself. The fuzz input is parsed as a utmpx structure,
however the layout of the fields within the structure is different
across architectures. This can cause certain bugs to become un-
reachable, and also causes issues when we attempt to replay the
crashing inputs on the x86 version of the binary in order to verify
the crash IDs. Additionally, the binary frequently crashes before
a bug ID is flushed to stdout (caused by internal buffering), which
prevents us from obtaining the bug ID from the original execution.
Notably, all bugs reported and discovered are those reproduced on
both the guest architecture and the host (x86). This is additional
evidence of the importance of binary-only and cross-architecture
fuzzing; even when source code is available, program behaviour
can differ on between architectures.

Summary Discovering LAVA-M benchmark bugs require a
specific operational capability from instrumentation tech-
niques to solve comparison operations; namely CompCov
or CompLog. Icicle’s results closely match QEMU results for
both AArch64 and x86, supporting our claim that Icicle’s
instrumentation is as effective as the architecture-specific
approach employed by AFL++’s QEMU-mode. On MIPS and
RISC-V architectures (where AFL++’s QEMU-mode does not
support the necessary instrumentation) both instrumentation
techniques tested with Icicle continue to be effective.

4.3 Can Icicle be used to implement and

enhance state-of-the-art firmware fuzzing

techniques?

Fuzzware [52] is a recent state-of-the-art fuzzing framework for
analyzing ARM firmware binaries. Fuzzware extends Unicorn to in-
strument and execute ARM firmware. We replace Unicorn with Ici-
cle to evaluate Icicle’s ability to support state-of-the-art firmware
fuzzing. We then tested our modified version (Fuzzware-Icicle) by
attempting to reproduce Fuzzware’s results on the 10 binaries used
in the P2IM [22] firmware set as they were evaluated extensively
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by [22, 67] and Fuzzware. Importantly, since Icicle’s instrumenta-
tion is portable we are able to support additional instrumentation
when fuzzing ARM firmware. In particular, we perform additional
tests with CompareCov instrumentation enabled to allow for better
comparison solving5. We followed the same experimental setup for
Fuzzware as described in the original paper (we used the same
number of trials, seeds and run time duration).

We were able to successfully rediscover all 16 of the bugs found
by Fuzzware, and additionally, with CompareCov enable, Fuzzware-
Icicle was able to find an additional bug in the Console binary not
reported by any prior work6. As part of the rtc settime command,
the firmware reads a date from the user in the form YYYY-MM-DD
HH:MM:SS without checking whether the parsed date is valid. This
causes an out-of-bounds access when the name of the month is
resolved using a lookup table. Since reaching this bug requires first
solving a string comparison to reach the rtc handler, then solving a
second string comparison for the settime subcommand, we believe
the added instrumentation was critical to finding this bug.

Icicle also found an additional crash in the Soldering Iron bi-
nary. At high temperatures, rendering the heat indicator causes the
buffer allocated for the LCD screen to overflow. However, after fur-
ther analysis we discovered the maximum temperature is restricted
in software, indicating that the bug is a false-positive caused by
Fuzzware’s peripheral modelling strategy.

In addition to reproducing the bugs, we also investigatedwhether
Fuzzware-Icicle is able to maintain the same level of block cov-
erage as the original implementation. The results are shown in
Figure 4. For almost all of the evaluated binaries we achieve almost
identical block coverage to Fuzzware, with some small differences

5We did not test with CmpLog, since effective use of the instrumentation requires
additional integration with fuzzing frontend, unsupported by Fuzzware.
6Crashing inputs for each of the discovered bugs are available in our GitHub repository.

of which we manually investigated. With CompareCov enabled,
Fuzzware-Icicle achieves higher coverage in two of the binaries:
Console, and Steering Control. The higher coverage in Console
corresponds to reaching different command handlers that are dis-
patched based on string comparisons, including the sub-commands
of the rtc handler that contains the bug discussed above. Simi-
larly, Steering Control contains two commands, that are triggered
when the matching string is read by the firmware ("steer", and
"motor"). CompareCov enables Icicle to generate inputs contain-
ing the command strings, and thus is able to reach additional code.
The discrepancies in the Gateway and Soldering Iron binaries are
caused by high variance between fuzzing runs, running additional
trials would likely remove any discrepancies.

Summary Icicle is a robust emulator capable of supporting
the current state-of-the-art ARM firmware fuzzer, Fuzzware.
We discovered all 16 known bugs. Icicle provides a direct
substitute for Unicorn with the added advantage of additional,
architecture agnostic instrumentation shown to be effective
at improving coverage and discovering 2 new bugs not reported
by prior work.

4.4 Can Icicle discover bugs in real world

binaries in an ISA currently not supported

by emulation-based fuzzers?

To demonstrate the architecture-independent benefits of our proto-
type emulator, we investigate fuzzing firmware written for MSP430
microcontrollers. FiE [17], is the only prior study that attempted to
find bugs in MSP430 firmware. However, FiE requires C source-code
and therefore does not support manually written assembly code
(which is common in larger firmware), and is incapable binary-only
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Table 2: Discovered vulnerabilities in MSP430 ISA binaries.

Firmware Bug description (PoCs & stack traces on GitHub)

Goodwatch Incorrect comparison when writing to log buffer.
Goodwatch Buffer overflow when handling zero length packet.
Goodwatch Stack overflow in RNG generation.
Goodwatch Out-of-bounds access in OOK keypress.
Goodwatch Out-of-bounds access in Stopwatch.
H4_PacketProtocol Unchecked Interface Index in Get Descriptor.
H4_PacketProtocol Buffer overflow in Set Report.

fuzzing. Further, MSP430 firmware is not supported by any exist-
ing emulation-based fuzzing framework7, and therefore presents a
compelling use case for fuzzing with Icicle.

Similar to existing monolithic firmware fuzzing approaches [22,
52], we handle peripheral accesses for MSP430 firmware by read-
ing them from the fuzzer input. We found this highly effective at
finding bugs. We selected 3 different firmware to evaluate. First,
inspired by FiE, we evaluated the USB SDK provided as part of
TI’s MSP430 USB Developers Package8 using example programs
provided as part of the development package (H4_PacketProtocol)
as a harness. Second, we compiled an unmodified version of the
Goodwatch [61] firmware9, a hardware and firmware replacement
for Casio calculator watches based on the CC430 MCU (a MSP430
CPU with an integrated RF transceiver). Additionally, we investi-
gated Icicle’s ability to test closed-source firmware by extracting
the firmware off a commercial medical device, a Polar heart rate
tracker, containing a MSP430F2132 MCU.

The block coverage results are summarized Figure 3. After triag-
ing the results, we identified two unique bugs H4_PacketProtocol
and 5 unique bugs in the Goodwatch firmware and 3 additional
crashes related to debugging features. While no bugs were discov-
ered for the Polar heart rate tracker, the fuzzer reached almost all

7[36] is a fork of QEMU adding MSP430 support, however is outdated, not integrated
with any fuzzing framework and does not support MSP430 CPUX extensions.
8https://www.ti.com/tool/MSP430USBDEVPACK version 5.20.06.03
9commit: c8859f845fccf56585a127059b1d1b825b381673

Table 3: Block coverage (#BB) for MSP430 binaries with and

without CmpLog instrumentation enabled. Avg represents

the median coverage achieved after 24 hours in 5 trials.

Firmware

#BB

total

Instrumentation

#BB

min

#BB

avg

#BB

max

Goodwatch 3263 Cov 2336 2362 2441
Cov+CmpLog 2438 2503 2526

H4 Packet
Protocol 925 Cov 819 821 891

Cov+CmpLog 813 910 914

Heart Rate
Tracker 744 Cov 679 679 716

Cov+CmpLog 680 717 718

blocks in the firmware. The bugs discovered by Icicle are summa-
rized in Table 2, and for each bug discovered we provide input files
and a detailed crash analysis in our GitHub repository10.

Summary MSP430 firmware fuzzing is not supported by ex-
isting emulation-based fuzzing frameworks. Case studies with
Icicle and its suite of architecture agnostic instrumentation
discovered seven undiscovered software bugs in two (USB
SDK–H4_PacketProtocol, and Goodwatch) of the three tested
MSP430 binaries.

4.5 How does Icicle perform in fuzz testing?

In the development of Icicle, we made efforts to ensure that Icicle
has good performance in general. We compared fuzz test execution
speed of Icicle with Unicorn (emulator) employed by the sate-of-
the-art fuzzer, Fuzzware, on the P2IM dataset [22] and summarise
the results in Figure 5.

Summary Icicle has approximately the same performance
as Unicorn for fuzzing monolithic firmware binaries.

10https://github.com/icicle-emu/icicle/crash-analysis

https://www.ti.com/tool/MSP430USBDEVPACK
https://github.com/icicle-emu/icicle/crash-analysis
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Figure 5: Icicle and Unicorn performance comparison when

integrated with the state-of-the-art fuzzer, Fuzzware.

5 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

Although we have taken the first steps to re-think and re-design an
emulation framework to directly support fuzzing requirements, and
instrumentation development and testing, the current implemen-
tation is not without limitations. The released emulator prototype
was primarily designed for CPU ISA emulation, similar to the goals
of the Unicorn project. As a result, Linux emulation is minimal,
and more complex hardware emulation required for full-system
emulation (e.g., page-table emulation) is not currently supported.

5.1 Emulator Correctness

In emulation-based fuzzing, since the program not executed on the
original hardware, there is a risk that any crashes discovered could
be caused by emulation issues, not bugs in the target program. To
reduce the chance of emulation bugs in Icicle, first, we employ a
differential testing strategy, similar to other widely used approaches
for testing CPU emulators [2, 32, 41–43, 63]. Second, we manually
investigated any crashes discovered in benchmark evaluations and
ensure they are caused by program bugs.

5.2 Performance

In the development of Icicle, while we made efforts to ensure that
Icicle has good performance in general, there are a number of addi-
tional optimizations possible. The current implementation of Icicle
has demonstrably similar performance to Unicorn (see Figure 5). Al-
though a direct performance comparison against QEMU is desirable,
it is more difficult. Because, Icicle implements a forkserver similar
to AFL++’s persistent mode, however we run AFL++’s QEMU-mode
without this feature since (currently) persistent mode requires a
significant amount of manual effort to set up for each binary (no-
tably, Icicle’s implementation is automatic for Linux binaries). This
results in Icicle performing significantly faster for small binaries.
Icicle always translates memory accesses in software (like Uni-
corn) while AFL++’s QEMU-mode can utilize hardware address
translation when running Linux user-space binaries on a Linux
host resulting in a significant speedup for QEMU for larger Linux
binaries.

6 RELATEDWORK

Improving emulation-based fuzzing. There has been some ef-
fort in improving QEMU and Unicorn for fuzzing, including, im-
proving runtime performance [6, 25], enabling support for full-
system emulation of Linux-based firmware [11, 15, 59, 65, 66], and
extending the emulator to support additional analysis such as taint
tracking and symbolic execution [51, 58].
Binary-only fuzzing. Without access to source-code it is chal-
lenging to use fuzzing techniques that rely on instrumentation,
since the simplest approach using compiler-based code injection, is
not possible. Fuzzers that support targets without source-code are
known binary-only fuzzers. Emulation-based approaches are one
solution, however there are several other alternatives.

Virtualisation/hardware-assisted approaches (e.g., kAFL [54],
and NyX [53, 55]) use a variety of hardware features to implement
fuzzing instrumentation. Since they require additional hardware
support some instrumentation cannot be easily implemented, and
firmware fuzzing is not supported. Static rewriters (e.g., Retrowrite [18],
Datalog Disassembly [26], Zafl [46]) disassemble a binary, inject
instrumentation, then reassemble the binary. This can enable close
to compiler-level instrumentation performance, however the com-
plexity involved in the rewriting process often results in correctness
issues, typically firmware binaries are not well supported, and static
rewriting cannot be used cross-architecture fuzzing. While, dy-
namic instrumentation tools (e.g., DynamoRIO [9], PIN [37], CMU
BAP [10], Valgrind [47]), share significant similarities to emulation-
based approaches, they are more restrictive than full emulators and
are unable to support firmware fuzzing.
Embedded system fuzzing. Fuzzing embedded systems and IoT
devices is difficult because we cannot avoid dealing with hardware
and peripheral interactions since it might represent a majority of
the code we are trying to test. As a result, emulation-based fuzzers
need to support more than just CPU emulation. Past work has
extended either QEMU or Unicorn to support firmware fuzzing
through, hardware-in-the-loop approaches [16], peripheral model-
ing [17, 22, 30, 67], or emulating the hardware abstraction layer [14].
More recently, Fuzzware [52], outperformed prior firmware fuzzing
approaches by automatically generating peripherals models using
local symbolic execution. Notably, aside from FiE (which is source-
based and only targets MSP430), all these approaches only evaluate
firmware written for the ARM architecture. Icicle makes it eas-
ier to fuzzing multiple architectures, which we hope will assist in
increasing the architecture diversity in future work.

7 CONCLUSION

Emulation-based fuzzing techniques, supported by effective instru-
mentation, are highly flexible and are the only method for cross-
architecture fuzzing. For historical reasons, emulators used in ex-
isting emulation-based fuzzing frameworks were not designed for
fuzzing and has made it difficult to meet fuzzing specific needs such
as implementing advanced instrumentation techniques supporting
a design-build-and-test once-only paradigm across multiple ISAs,
and implementing fuzzing specific optimizations.
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We designed and implemented a new multi-architecture emu-
lation framework for fuzzing. Within our framework, we imple-
mented four different architecture agnostic instrumentation tech-
niques and demonstrated that a single architecture-independent
implementation is effective across multiple architectures. Our em-
ulation platform is extremely flexible, supporting a wide range
of ISAs, especially significant in fuzzing firmware in embedded
systems and IoT devices. This was demonstrated by discovering 7
new bugs in ARM firmware by integrating with the state-of-the-art
ARM firmware fuzzer, Fuzzware and fuzzing firmware for MSP430
ISAs—an unsupported target by existing emulation-based fuzzers.

DATA AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

We uploaded artifacts to https://github.com/icicle-emu/icicle, in-
cluding source code, a README guide for users, PoCs and stack
traces for newly discovered bugs.
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